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The Apollo -Soyuz Tdst. project (AS P), 'Which flew in July -1975, aroused
considerablevuhlic interest; first, be ause die spate rivals of the late 1950's
and 1960's were working together i a joint endeavor, and second, Because
their mutual efforts included devel ping a: semee rescue system. The .ASTP
also included significant scientific xperimenfs,.,Ae results, of which can be
used in, teachipg biOlOgy, physics, nd matheinatics id schools and colleges.

This series of ..pamphlets_discuss ng the Apollo,Soyuz mission and lexperi
ments is a Set 'of curriculum suppl ments designed for teachers, supervisors
curriculum :specialists, and teXtbo k writers as well as for the general public.
Neither textboolcs nor courses. study, these pamphlets are intended. to'1:

ropvide a rich source of aideas, e mpies pf the scientific method; pertinent
references tb standard textboOks; *Id clehr descriptions of space experiments.
In a sense,they maybe regarded as- pioneering form of, teaching aid. Seldom
has 'there been such a lorthrilit effort to provide, directly to ;teachers,.
curriculum- relevant reports of current scientific researclit. High' school
teacher who TevieWed the-,teXtsrSuggested thatadvanced students who are

interested might be assigns study one pamphlet and.report.on it to the rest
of the class. .After ,class di ussiOn, students Might be assigned (without'
access to the pamphlet)' one r more of the "Questions for Discussion" for
formal or informal 'ansWers , thus stressing the application. of what was

coveredcovered in the pamphlets.
The authors of these paMphlets are DrcLouWilliams Page, a geologist, and 1

Dr..- Thornton page, an astronomer.' Both have taught science at several
universities andhave published 14 bOoks on science for schooli, colleges, and
the general reaclei,. including a recent one on space science.

TeChnical assistance to the Pages;':Was provided by the Apollo-Soyuz.
PrOgram Seientist, Dr.R. Ginli, and by Richard R. Baldwin,
AN, WilsOn Lauderdale, and Susan N. Montgomery, members of the grOup.at
the ASA Lyndon B. johnson Space Centerin Houston which organized the
scie tis s' participation in the ASTP and pdbliShed their reports of experimen-
tal su s.

Select d teachers from,high schools and universities throughoutIthe United
States reviewed the pamphlets in draft form. Theysugiested changes in
wording, the addition of a glossary of terms unfamiliar.,to students, and

. improvements in:diagrams. A list of the teachers and of the scientific hives-
tigatok Who reviewed the texts for accuracy follows this preface.

This set of Apollo;Soyuz pamphletS was.initiated and coordinated by Di.
, 'Frederick B. Tuttle, Director of ducationalPrOgrams, and was supported by

the 'NASA Apollo-Sopiz Progr
I

Office, by Leland J..Casey, Aerospace
Engineer fOr ASTP, and by Wiliam D. Nixon, EduCational Priagrarns-
Officer, all of NASA Heidquarters in 1,/shingtotri, D.C..
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'After 4 years of preparation by the U:S.National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) and the U.S.S.tc. Academy of Sciences, the Apollo,
and Soyuz spacecraft were launched on July 15, 1975. Two days later, at
16:09 GreenWich mean, time on July 17, ttie t,wo spacecraft were docked"...
Then the astronauts and cosmonauts met forlthefirst international handshakes
in space, andttch crew entertained the other grew (one at a time) at a meal of
typical American or. Russian food.; These activities and the physics of reaction

;motors, orbits around tile E%-th; and weightlessness (zero-g) ate7.described
more fully' in Pamphlet I, `. 'The Spacecraft, Thek Orbits;;.and rocking"
(EP-I 33).

Thirty -four experiments were performed Mae Apollo and Soyuz were in
orbit: 23 by astronauts, 6 by cosmonauts, and 5 jointly. These experiments iriP
spade were selected from 161 proposals from scientists in nine different
countries, They are listed by numbei in Pamphleti, and groups of two ormore
more are deseribed in detail in Painphlets II through IX (EP-134 through
EP-141, respectively). Each experiment was directed by a Principal hives-
tigator, aSsisted by. several Co-Investigators, and the detailed scientific iefults
have been published by NASA in two reports: The Apollo -SorliTest:Project
Preliminary Science Report (NASA TM X.-58171) and the. Apolle-Soyuz Test
Project Summary Science Report (NASA SP-412). The simAed accounts
'given in these pamphlets have been reviewed by the Principal Investigators or
one orthe Co.Investigators.

The x-ray and gamma-ray experiments *scribed in this Pamphlet are of.
considerable interest because they represent the: new field a high-energy
astrophysics that came into being when instruments could be Carriedabove the.
Earth's atmosphere by rockets. These .instruments haVe detected x-rays and
gamma rays coming from objects and regions of space that were not even

, suspected of being ic-ray sources in 1960. The measnie(nents show superhot
stars, collapsedstars, Black Holes; and magnetic fields between the Stars: A
whole new view of the universe has been opened in x-ray and gamkia-ray.
astronomy. ,

The Soft X-Ray Experiment, MA-04$, was designed tO locate and study
the Sources of 'Clays coming toward Earth froth deep' space. Under the
direction of Herbert Friedman at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) in

Washington, D.C., a group of seven scientists, headed by SettiShulman, built .
the equipment and analyzed the data Fonbackground in unde6tanding x-ra;

`telescopes and their "count rates,': Sections 2 and 3 outline the operation of
x-ray detectors and shoW how x- ray 'data have led astronomers to the concept
of *teollapsed" stars very high density Neutron StarS and Black Holes that
curve Space back into itself so that no particles or radiation can get in or out..
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The CryStal'Activation.Experimenti,MA151, made no measurements of
stars but 'tested the detector's used in, measuring gamma . rays outside; the

: Earth's atmosphere The detectors Were tested before and after the Apollo-,..
.. Seyti4 flight at four major laboratories: the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory in

California, the Los AlaMos. Scientific .Laboratory. in New .Meiicci; the Oak
- Ridge N'ationak..aboptory in Tennessee, and the NASA Robert..11.1Goddard.
A:4

.. Space Flight Center (GSFC) in Maryland, These tests were cOordinated.by4;
I, Tro. mbka'"41f, GSFC. The differences .between preflight and postflight test

- 'results show. 1119w cosmic rays; other .high-speed. Protons, and neutronS..
.

.changed the. detectors during 217 'hours in orbit.
Both x-rays and .ganitim 'rays are high-energy. radiation and 'Come from

regions of Spice where the conditions are extreme (low density, high tempera-:
lure, and high-speed particles);; Cosmic rays are high-speed particles, not
electromagnetic waves.. The natUre. d behavior of bOtkhigh-speed' panic lega
and high-energy photon's. are descri d In the next Section. .. .



gh=Energy Radiation

The' Electromagnetic Sp"ectrum and
What Gets Through Our Atmosphere
Light carries energy in the form of waves:. Visible light can be spread out by a
prism or a diffractn grating into a speCtrtim from short, violet waves to long
red Wavei(Fig. 2.1). Ikrirmjhe last century, r two physicists' have learned
hOw to measure invisible. altraViOlet (UV) waves, which are shorter than
-violet-, and invisible infrared (Ig)Waves,which are longer than red: Lateithey
'cliScOvered even shorter x-rays'. and even longer radio waves. .These wavds
are generated by oscillations. (back7and-forth mptions) of electric charges"
fast oscillations for the short waves and slow oscillations for the long waves..
Although they are like water waves; -light waves are not waves in any
material. They are waves of eleCtric and magnetic fieldS:'AltOgether,.these
waves make up the electromagnetic spectrum (Fig. 2.2), ranging.frOm very
short gamma rayi through visible light waves with a wavelength of about.
5000 angstroms (500 manometers) to radio waves several kilometer's in length..

'Any hot body, such as the Sun or. a star, "broadcasts'? all these waves,
which move at the velocity of light, 3 x .108 in/sec (186 000 miles/sec). A hOt
star gives out mostly short ultraviolet waves, a cool star mostly longer red
Waves, and the.Sun (at intermediate temperature) mostly visible light -a good

Red
Yellow
Blue .

Ultraviolet

The spectrum of white light. Figure 2.1

. .

'Project Physics, Sec..18.0;PSSC, Sec. 23-9: (Throughout this pamphlet, references will be
giVen to key topics covered in two standard textbooks:. '!Pitiject Physics," second edition, Holt,
Rinehart and Winston,I975. and "Physical Science Study Committee," (PSSC), fourth edition,
D. C. 14Fath, 1976.)



reason why human eyes'evolved to be sensitive to wavelengths near 5000
angstroms. Luckily ; ihe ozone layer of the Earth's atmosphere blocks gamma
rays, x-rays, and most of the ultraviolet waves. (These high-eriergy rays
destroy living cells by ionizing molecules inside, he cell.) Most of the infrared
waves are abSorbed by water, carbbn dioxide, and other molecules in the
atmosphere. Some radio waves are blocked by ions near the top of..the
atmosphere.

The transparencY of the atmosphere for the electromagnetic spectrum is
shown at the top of Figure 2.2. The scale of wavelength, is given in both
angstroms and meters (1 angstrom = 0.1 nanometer): The number of oscilla-
tions per second is called the frequency and is measured in hertz. The scab for
frequency gOes the opposite direction from the scale for wavelength:-tha,long
radio waves have low frequencies (3 x 103 hertz) and-the short x-rays have
high frequencies (3 x 1018 hertz).j Note that frequency f multiplied by
wavelength X is equal to velocity v, or (3/X. 1018 hertz) (1 angstrom) =
3 x 1018 A/sec or 3 x 108m/sec (186 000 miles/sec), which is the velocity of
light.

Photon Energy
About a century ago, it was shown that light also hai'particle characteristiCs.',
Light waves come in packets called quanta or photons, which cannot:be
subdivided. The quantum theory shows that the energy E of an indivisible
quantum or photon is propcirtional to the frequency; that is, E= hf, where h is
the Plancic constant. The aiort-wavelength,. high-frequency gaimila rays and

.,+x -ray's t5usottre high-e'nergy photons.'

X-rays are generated on Earth in the laboratory, the dentist's office, or the
hospital by using a high, voltage to shoot elections at a target in a vacuum tube
(Fig. 2.3). The higher the voltage, the faster the speed of te electron and the

, larger its kinetie energy on, impact This energy is measured in units called
electronvolts. If the potential on the x-ray tube is 10 000 volts, the electron
has a kinetic energy of 10 000 electronvolts, or 10 kiloelectronvolts. When
such an electron hits the target, its energy is converted into an x-ray' photon
with an energy E of 10 kiloelectronvolts.

For this reason, -X-rays and gamma rays are usually described (as on the
lowest scale in Fig. 2.2) by their phototenergy instead of by the waVelength X

lf or frequenCyf The relation between g(int4.0c,tionvIti) and X (in angstroms)
is easy to remember: E = 12 345/X. Therefeie, x-rays with ifwavelength of-1
angstrom are photons with energy. of 12 345 eleetronvolts, or 12.3 kiloelee
tronvolts. Visible-light photons (X = 5000 angstroms) have much lower
energy: E = 12 345/5000 = 2:47 electronvoks. In general, for electromag-
netic radiation, f = ( X, where c is the velocity of electromagnetic wavei,

x 108 in/sec.
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X-Rays Gamma Rays, and Cosmic Rays
.

Manrriadey :rays are used in dentists' Offices and in hospitals. to penetrate
low -density' materiat and Make ''.shadow photographs" of higher dens*.
1660 and bones, The higher the x-ray energy, the more.penetrating they are
YouTon cant focus x-rays with ordinary lenses or mirrors like you can visible .

ost.of the x-ray's areobsorbed or go straight through. Dense materials
ad (in suf 'pent thickness) stop even the high-energy (" hard") x-rays

hus are:used as shields to protect *dental assistants and others who work
with x:-ray machines every day, (The ionization in cells whek x-ray photons
are absorbed dama,ges human tissue if one person accumulates a large dose by
repeitexi exposure:); Thin layers of Power density materials stop

This

tow-
: !energy (!'soft'/) Z-riys:but -let Most-of the hard x -rays thrOugh. This is the

basiSfOr x-ray filters that alloy the measurement of soft andhard components.
in a beam. of *x:rays cosinie soikrce like the Sun and its corona (see
PaMphlet HI).

Another f9r014;;f4 rad' " Space.is the cosmic ray, which is'actually a
. high-speed ,artie (some nUcleus),, ntrt electromagnetic wave(..?Pifty

years ago1; bsmic rayg were thoUght to beWaves, Then it was discoVcred that
the high,speed (high - energy) particles produced gaMtita rays(phatOns) when
they hit the.garth's upper annosphere, as shown.in Figure 2.4. Softie of the
particles and gamaralays get through, but Most of theni are stopped by the
atmospheric .Shield; which also stops, ft-rays: and most of the ultraviolet
waVesas shown in Figute 2.2.' In, a6ove the atitosphere, thete is
no:shield except that proVided by the Spacecraft walls or by filters in the
experiment eqUipinent. Spade scientists wishing to.measure x-rays or gamma

, .rays must distinguish betweettfaroma rays and high,energy cosniic-ray
particles that behave very Much like gamma rays: This distinction' is usually
made by using an anticoineldenee counter that automatically subtracts the
particle counts. from all the counts reCorded, leaving only the' x-ray or
gamma.,,ray cotints.A 'tcount"Is recorded when one photon c m' particle passes
through the defectolt The intensity is the number of counts. per, second.

Cosmic rays come in tdWard the Earth from the nearby Sun (s2lar cosmic
rays). Other, rays of higher energy come more or less'unifotnily from all
directions and are thought (6 originate in:space between thtstars in the May
WWay Galaxy (galactic cosmic rayS). These solatand galacti? Cosmic rays,(Fig:'
2.4) pease, a hazard to. Crewmembers on long spaCe Missions a ve the

..Some protectionls prOvilied.by the preSsure hull of the sp ecl-aft



Figure 2.4.

, .

High-energy radiation coming in on the Earth.

X -Ray. Teleacopes-ColliMatcps and Angular
Resolution
If an x-ray detector. on a spacecraft counts x-ray photOns, how can e tell from'
which direction they are Coming? A telescope forms imagos of st
light; the central imageis the star towardwhich tie telescope is pointed (Fig;
15): In general, x -rays cannot be imaged this way, so the x-ray astronomer
must build a tube of ted or other x-ray-absorbing.maierial to limit the field of
view of hiS detector. If he uses a tube of small, diameter, so as to define the
direction accurately, vecy few counts will be recorded because the area,.of the
tube will let only a few x-rays in Thetifore; hPV4lks a number of tubes side
by side in front of a detector (Fig. 2.6).These tubes all Rohn in 1he same
direction, thus forming a .''holieycomb" or "eggcrate having an 'area, of
several square centinteters. (You can get an idea of this arrangement by



, 1 . ' #
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HIne optical telescopes form images of staff. (X-rays go on through, forming Figure 2.5 6
4.no image.), .. .

(a) Refractor (lens) telescope. (b) Reflector (mirror) telescope.



.Angular
resolution

.

tonnection.tri
electronics

Shield for
x -rays from
bottom arid sides

Figure 2.6 X-ray 'collimator ancliits angular. resolution..



looking at a distant light through a handful of sodl.. straws.) Such "col.-
lirnatoia" accept x.:rays from a circle of about 5° in the sky, and it Is therefore
impossible to:distinguish between two x-ray sources less than 5° apart.-In this
case, the "angular resolution" is 5°J

There are several ways to narrow clOwn the .area sky where an x -ray
source may be: One method is to sweep the x-ray telescope across the source
(up and down, right and left) several tithes and note where the corm cease at
the edges of the 5° collimator field. In this way, the location of an x-ray sourCe

, in the sky can be liMited to an 'error hie of a few arc-minutes on each side,
and the x-ray source Can be, identified with Siirrie luioWn visible star, nebula,
or galaxy in that box.

X-Ray .Detectors ...

The, simplest x-ray -deteCtaris phOtographic film as used in the dentist's office
or in a hospital; hbwever,..111rri doeSh'twork wellin a sweep 'across an x-ray

" source. It is also difficult fO convert the blackening of the developed film to
the number of x-ray photons that passed through it Therefore, x-ray as-
tronomers have constructed several.types of x-ray and gamma-ray detectOrs
that are quantitative and more Sensitive. The earliest detector was an ioniza-
tion chambera gas -filled tube with metal electrodes charged to a few volts'
potential difference (Fig. 2.7). When x-rays pass through the tube, they ionize
some of the gas by knoc king elections out of the atoms. The gas then conducts
a small current between te,Occtrodes.rha 's proportional to the intensity (the
number (if x-ray. photon passing throug he tube each second). .: .

Later modification's of the ionizatiOn ch ber greatly iMproved its sensitiv-
ity by increasing the voltage between the electrodes and reducing the gas
pressUre./TheSe new detectors (Geiger counters) simply counted each x-ray,
photon passing through by amplifying each pulse of electric current...---

The latest detector, the proportional counter shown- n-Figure:213",-is filled
with gases such as argon and methane at about atmospheric pressure When an
x -ray paSses through, it ionizes the gas, and the high voltage (approximately
2000 volts) causes the ions and electrons to "Cascade" toward the electrodes,
producing moreions'and electronago,thevay. When theseioni and electrons

_hit the electrodes; they product a pulse of current that is proportional to the
origm3l number of ions formed by they -ray. Higher energy x-rays form more s.
ions inthelube and therebY produce larger pulses. The electronic Circuit sorts'
the pulses and stores them in "bine .(different sections of the electronic
memory) according to pulse s : Because the pulse size is proportional to the
x-ray.energy, the first bin gets the count of x-ray photons with energy between
120 and 140 electiOnvolts (loW energy; small pulses). The second bin gets the



Ionization chamber. The current reading at A measures the number of it-rays
crossing the tube per second from all directions.

count. of 140- to 160-electronvolt photon's; the thitd OM, 160- to 240-
electronv011 photdns; and so on up to bin 128, which gets the count of 9.5- to
10.57kiloelectronvolt photOns (high energy, large puls Thus, the propor-,
tional counter measures the spectrum the number photons in each
energy range or in each group of wavelengths.



Proportional counter. An ,x -ray photon
,
ionizes a gas 'Atom, releasing one qr

more electrons that are accelerated toward the high-potential anode, ionizing
more atoms and releasing more electronsmost,oftheM cloSe to the anode.
The large electric petse of this cascade Is propertional to the 'number .of ions
formed by the x -ray and therefore to the energy of the x -ray photon.

1nVestigators can of course, choose the number of bins tO+ be used and the
' pulse sizes to be stored imeach bin. On a spke mission like. Apollo-Soyuz,'

they can also select-the interval of time the x-rnys are counted before the bins
are emptied by radioing the total count to Earth (the NASA Ljtiftion B.
Johnson Space Center (JSC) in Houston): To detect short -term. OhangeS in
x-'rny intensity and to keep the.bin size (number of counts) reasonably small,
investigators. make this counting-time, intervalsmall. The ApoliO-Soyuz in-
vestigators used a counting 'interval yf 3 milliseCOnds.

This 3-millisecond interval shows hOw fast theproportiOnal counter is
Each electron pulse lasts about 'l microsecond. Even.in high;lhtensity Z-ray,

. 'beam, the chance of two photons arriving within 1 micrOsecc;nd is extreinely
small. .(The two would then be.counted as one.) Statistical cOrrecriOns On be
made later if the count rate ever gets' that high. . ,

,

For loWer energy. .photons (ultraviolet photons' of energy from ,4 to' 200
'electronvolts), a channeltron can be' used as a detector.
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Gamma-Ray Detectors
For higher energy photons (gamma rays), crystal scintillatoks are used it
detectors. In some transparent crystals, such as sodium iodide (Nal)iamMa
rays produce :flashes of 'light ("scintillations") as they ale abiorbed, Each
gamma ray is converted into an electron-positron pair. The light flasheS:tse.

*;

converted to electric pulses by a photo nultiplier (a sensitive light deiector)-
loOking into the crystal, and the pulses are counted; The Only probleM is thai...
cosmic-ray particles also produce scintillations in the.mystal, so an anticoin-,
cidence detector must surround the crystal, as shown,,inc,Figure 2;9, and
subtract the particle counts. Fortunately, a transparent plavic, such as lucite,
flashes when a high-energy particle passes through but iAres &Moil rays,.
Therefore, flashes in the plastic that coincide with flashes in thecrystal can be
canceled in the anticoincidence detector: '

A honeycomb or eggcrate collimator, do'esn't work ,well as a gamma -ray
telescope because the honeycomb material emits secondary rays when
it absorbs an incoming one The detector would thus count more gamma rays.
than were actually received: One way to define the gamma-ray direction is to
use the electron-positron pair created by the gamma-ray absorption. This pair,
with kinetic energyee4ual to the energy of the gamma ray, continues in the
same direction (a refult. of the conservation of momentum) and can be .

detected farther down the telescope axis by 'another particle detector: (the
Cerenkov detector in Fig:. 2:9). As you can, see, these high-energy-photon
detectors must be complex in order to "sort out" photons of various energies
coming from one direction and to avoid cosmic rays coming from all dikes
tiOns. .

It should be oted that cosmic-ray particles are also recorded by "tracks"
In the glassy p icles of the lunar soil. When etchert with hydrofluoric kid,
these soil parti les show microscopic lines caused by cosmic -ray particlesThat
penetrated them: the deeper the penetration, the longer the track and the
higher the cosmic-ray energy: Geophysicists count the number of tracks per
square millimeter in many different particles that have been exposed op the
lunar surface. Thy can estimate when these soil particles were expoSed by:
noting the depth at which the soil was colleeted by the astronauts. In this way,
the lunar soil, which has recorded cosmic - ray intensity during the ItAit few
billion years, is used by geophysicists as a cosmic -ray detector.
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Crystal scintillator gamma-ray detector with anticoincidence counter Figure 2.9
(schematic diagram of one carried on the Explorer 11 spacecraft).



.arid Gamma Ray
.0tittes

The Begiqhing of,X7Ray.As!ironorny:.
Although cosmic rays were well known in the 1950's, no as ncruei ex
pected to find ii-fity sources in the sky. BecauSeli-rays are bl ed by thd

pheie by mg rockets. These rockets have been Used since 1946 for
atmosphere ii-ray telescopes had to. becarried Outsi theatmos-

.far-Taraviolet obseryations of the Sun. As shoWn in -Figure 3.1,1NASA's
Small Aerobee rockets can be shot up 320 or480 k ilometers(200
for a few minutes of obieryations,. and the instruments can be recoYelecl when
they .fall back to Earth.' Instead of pointing the rocket in a preptanned
direction, the founders of x-ray astronomy, Herbert Ffiedman of the NRL in
Washington, D.C.; and .Riccaldo Giacconi of the American Science and
Engineering Compa,ny (AS &E) in Cambridge, Massachusetts, arizinged.tor

: spin the 'rocket and survey tilarge part of the sky by sweeps with an x-ray
telescope pointed out the side of the rocket.

It Was in this way that rocket flights in 1963 first discovered a strong .x-ray
source in the constejlation -Scorpius and 9 in Taurus: Astronoiners

. named Iheit ,new,,pb*.ts by.The consteilatis n e followed by'- 'X -1.'' The
designations "X-2," "X-3," and so on w used, for x-ray sources later
discovered in the same cOnste tion. Each co stellatiOn covers an area of the
sky about '10° or 20° on eac 'de. Because of poor angular resolution, it was
difficult to identify these x-r owes with astronomical objects. Taurus X-1
was located accurately when it was occ tilted (eclipsed) by the Moon. An x-ray
telescope on a rocket recorded the time when the Moon passed in front of the
source by timing the x-ray .cutoff. The Moon's location was accurately
known, and Taurus X-1 had to be in a small strip of sky that was along the
Moon's edge at that. time Taurus X-1 was thus identified with the Crab
Nebula,. and its size Gould be estimated from the time taken by the Moon to
cover it,

The fania4iC Crab Nebula (Fig. 3,2) is a glowing mass of gas known to be
the remnant of a sUpernoya explosion in A.D. 1054, when.a very bright "ne,/
,`star." was seen,by Chinese and Japanese astronomers. In the 900 years since

. .

. then; the explod ing gas' hag expanded to the 3-arc-minute nebula Sbown in
,

Fig ure3.2. This :makes Sense; the violence of sucks giant star exploding
couldTeaite a source of 1n:0-energy x-rays that might last for centuries. The

-.Sun was also fOund to be an x -ray source, the most intense in our sky because
close:,However, if our Sun were at the distance of the next nearestoar

right-yeats), it woOl4 be barely detectable as an x -ray source.



Figure 3.4 Diagram of an Aerobee rocket flight.
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Figure 3.3

The NASA Uhuru X-Ray Satellite
During the 196Q's, x- ray .astronomers discovere a few doten x-ray sources
by using x:14 telescopes on rocket flights and on some unmanned satellites.
Two of these x-ray sources were identified with suOerraiva-remnants and
several with the Large Magellanic Cloigl (LMC) outside' our Milky Way
Galaxy. Then, in 1970, the NASA Explorer 42 satellite, -Which was devoted
entirely to x:lay astronomy, was launched from Kenya in eastern Africa. The
launch day, December 12, 1970, was the seventh annivertary. of Kenyan
independence, sb EXplorer 42 was named Uhuru , which means" freedom',', in
Swahili. It carried two x-ray telescopes that were pointed out opposite sides
and scanned the sky as the satellite rotated slowly (once every .12 minutes).
The x-ray telescopes were built by Gia4coni and his collaboratori at AS&E:.
These min analyied the x-ray coats (energy of 2 to 10 kiloelectronvolts) that
were Wijsmitted by radio to the': rOUnd receivers of the. NASA Spacecraft
Tracking and Data. Network (STDN).

First strip
0,5° wide 06)

c%
sk

Second strip
0.5° :

.

"Box" containing
. iray source

Location of an x -ray source in the Ski by the Uhuru satellite. Two of Uhuru's
sweeps gave maximum count rates for the heavily outlined strips. The ic-ray
source must be .if the shaded "box'' where the two strips Cross.



(Mum circled the. Earth every 96 minutes in an orbit 540 kilometers (335
miles) above ihe:Equator at an orbital inclination of 3°. Its spin axis slowly
hanged.so that the x-ray telescope 'swept across each source from different
directions (Fig. 3.3). The telescope collimators each had a fan-shaiied beam
5° wide by 0.5° thick (along the sweep direction). As these fan-shaped beams
swept across a source in the sky, the x-ray count rate increased to a maximum,
then decreased. The time of the maximum count rate showed, the 5°' by 0.5°
strip of sky Where the source was On a later sweep across the same source,
another strip was plotted that crossed the firSt one; The x=ray source was
located in, the "box" where the two strips crossed. This technique' Can
determine the location of an x-ray source to4Ohin a few arc-minutes.

X-Ray Sources
Uhuru had located and measured alt ost 200 x=ray sources before its elec-

,, tronic, circuits failed after 3 years pif operation., *hough the early source
names (Scorpius X-1, etc.) are being retained, numerous new sources are. ,
known by their celestial coorditwes,2 right ascension (which is likelongitude
on. Earth) and declination (likgatitude)see Figure 3.4. Thus,"3U 093o-
40- designates a source itrthe,Third (last) Uhurii Catalog at right ascension 09
hours and 30.minutes (on a scale increasing eastward from 0 to 24 hotirs) and,
declination -40°.. .

The 3U sources are plotted in Figure 3:5, a map of the sky where the usual
right scension and dedlination coordinates have been replaced by gaiaetic
longitude and latitude: These coordinates are based on our position within the
Nay Way Galaxy,a huge disk of rnorethan 100 billion Stars plus gas and
dust (Fig. 3,6). Our Sun is located:about t*o-thirds of the Way from the center
to the edge of the disk. From our positioh inside this disk, we see the familiar
Milky Way band of stars around the Sky, repiesenting a view along the disk
The concentration of stars in the Milky Way is highest in the direction of the.
Galaxy center, towarthe constellation Sagittarius. Galactic longitude is 0° at
this point and increases eastward. (In Fig. 3.5, which is a-map of the sphere of
the sky as seen from the inside , east is to the left.) Galactic latitude begins at 0°
along: the Galactic Equatorthe middle line of the Milky Way band semi in
the sky.

It is clear that strong x -ray sources (shown by the large dots on Fig: 3.5)
tend to be concentrated near the Milky Way, which indicates that they are
probably objects in the disk of our Galaxy. However, two groups at the lower

'Project Physics, Secs. 5.1 to 53.



right (galactic longitudes 270° and 300fs, latitudes 30° and 35° S) are identified
With the Magellanic Clouds, two small galaxiei definitely outside our Galaxy
(extragalactic). The Magellanic Clouds are .iisible only frgm the Southern
Hemisphere of the Earth; they are not visible* from the United States.

Other sources near the Galactic ,North Pole :Zlatitude 90° N) are probably

extragalactic. The fainl ones near the Galactic equator may,be extragalactic,
or they may be objects in the Milky,Way disk that are faint because of the large A
distance between them and the Earth.

Celestial,,coordipa ayes; The obierver is looking outward from the center of an
imaginary sphere. Each point in the sky (on the celestial sphere) has its own
coordinates, right ascension and declination.
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.ese'' x-rays have trayeled', enortngiis distances, as much as 200 000
tight-yearn from the Magellanic Clouds and 100 000 light-years. across our ,
Galaxy, ThinfaCt brings us back to the penetrating power of x-rays. SOme of,
the ordinarVightfrom a star is abtorbed by interstellar dist as it travels across -.0
the Milky Way disk. even with the largent telesCoppa; optical astronomers
cannot.s°e as far as the center Of.oin<Galaxy. HoWever, high-energy (Mid)

come throngh the dust as easily as through a piece of paper±(which:s
about thp equivalent of the dust in our line of sight acress the 100 000-ligh
year galactic disk). The faint source in Sagittarius could be at the far edge of
the diskor even farther away in another galaxy:,

A map of 2.: to 'I 0Ailoalectronvolt x-ray sources located in the sky by the% Figure 3.5
Uhuru satellite. Consteltation names indicate their approximate areas. Ursa.
Major is the "Big Dipper." Sagittarius is in the direction of the tenter of, our
Milky Way Galaxy. The Magellanic Clouds are outside galaxies.
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Gala Cho
NOrth
Pole : rotation.

Spiral arms
. Center

g4.1* !.`' :

. '. . ,
Galactic'plane

(galactic. latitude

Cross section
100 000 light-years'

Figure 3.8 Top view and cross Section of the Milky'Way Galaxy, a gigantic rotating disk of
stars, gas, and dust; about 100 000 lightlyeays;in diameter and 5000. light -.
years thick, with a bulge or halo around the center of mass.



YO.LI Might think that the bright x-ray sources (large dot's on Fig: 315) are
the nearer ones, but,the brightness that:we observe depends on two factors:
distanee and intrinsic poWer. A 'bright x-ray source' May be.a distant one of
very high intrinsic powen'that is,.high poWer output. The faint ones may be
relatively nearby stars with very loWinirinsic x-ray output. Identification of
the x-ray sources with optiCal objects can help solVe this probleM: For
instance, we know how faraway the Crab Nebula is and from the x-ray,,
brightness, we can compute its intrinsic x-ray power output.' This power
output is probably similar to the intrinsic power of other supernova remnants.
However; this does not help us to determine the intrinsic x-ray power ofx-ray
stars like Scorpius X-I , becauSe they may generate x-rays in a completely
different way.'

D Explanations) of Intrinsic X-Ray Power Output
Normal electroinagnetic: radiation .from 'a very 'hot star cannot account.
for x-ray sources. Astronomers find many red and yellow stars with tem-
peratures from 3000 to 6000 K, fewer stars from 7000 to 20 000 K, and
very few stars as hot as 50 000 K. (One star with a temperature Of 100 000
was obServed from Apollo-Soyuz; see Pamphlet III'.) To radiate mostly
*lays, a star's surface would have to be 10 000 000 K or hotter. (The
dominant wavelength, in angStroms radiated by a "perfeci blaCk body" at
temperature 74is = 28 800 000/T.) The surface of such a superhot star
would cool vbry rapidly, .however, unless the star had an:inexhaustible fuel
supply. The total energy radiated per second is ptoportional to T4, and a
sizable fraction of this energy appears in visible wavelengths. if x-ray sources
were superhot stars, they would be visually bright and probably dis
appear after a few months or a year Which is not the cise. .

Physicistk have studied the generation of x-raYsnd suggest three pos-
sibifities for the sources in space: (I bremsstrahlung; (2) synchrotron
radiation, and (3) the inverse Coniptoti effect:

I ..Bremsstrahlung. BreinsStrahlung is a German word. meaning ."brake
radiation" and is the source used in dentists' and doctors' 'x -ray. machines.
The "braking" occurs when a highspeedslectron or ion strikes some other
material and is decelerated,' stopped; or bounced off in a new direction. The 1.
theory of electromagnetic waves prediets such radiation when an electric'
charge experiences a large acceleration (civnge in velocity). The only ques-
tion is how the electrons or ions got their high Velocity out in spaCe in the first
place.

There are several-possibilities. We know that there are extreme conditions
in the atmospheres of starshigh-speed particles (such as the solar. wind
coming from:the Sun); electric fields, magnetic fields, and very high.



terriperatureilall of which affect the motions of electrons and ions. How-
ever, none of these conditions exPlain the acceleration of electrons to speeds
high enough to produce ,x-ray bremsstrahltmg of the energy measured in.
Scorpius X-1.. Another possibility is graVitational force.: If matter falls m

toward a hot; massive star, it would be ionized into electrons and ions, which
Would then impact on the surface of the, star.

Figure 3.7 shows the calculation of impact velocity (which is equal to the ..

velocity of escape from the star's surface; see Pamphlet I) and the resulting
photon energy.in electronVolts (1 electronvolt = 1.60 x -10-19 joules). The
Walling protOns with a pmass m of 1.7 x 10-nkilograms have much highee--
kinetic energy than electrons with a mass me of 9.1 x 10731-kilogramS. (The
kinetic, energy of the electrons' is 1840 times smaljer.) The proton impac
therefore give the, soft x-ray bremsstrahlung froin an ordinary star. Bich
electron impact releases approximately 1 electronvolt of energy and produces
infrared photons (see Sec. 2B). To get hard x -rays of energy 50 to 100 kilo-
electronvolts (Fig. 2.2), proton impact velocities of 3000 to 4000.km/sec are
required. Such veloCities are possible only if the star is much more compact

. than the Sun (about one thirty-fifth of the Sun's radius), that is, having
much higher density and much' higher surface gravity. :

Normal stars are about the same size as the Sun, . approximately 106 .4
kilometers in diameter and 2 x 10.36 kilograms in mass: stars are 100

-times larger and 10 times more massive. All these stars are kept "puffed up"
by the huge release of.energy 'from nuclear reactions in 'their Cores -(see
Pamphlet III).:In these nuclear reactions, hydrogen is converted,to helium
under the extremely high preSsure and high temperature in the core of altar.
After most of the hydrogenis ed, the nuclear-energy output decreases, and,
generally after an explosion, e. old star collapses. Its.gas is no, longer kept; ,.
inflated by radiation' pressure and hot gases. Gravitational, forte pulls the
cooling gds into a White Dwarf. Other changes occur in the compressed gas,
which becomes "degenerate"that is it no longer follows the normal gas
lawS. Gravitalibnal force has lesS and less opposition and pulls/he material
the star into such a compressed state that most of the atoms are broken into _.

neutrons and jammed close together. Thedensity becomes egrernely high.
White--DfAraristars are about100 times smaller than the Sun7 A Neutron Start
should be less than 100 kilometers in diameter, or less than one- hundredth of
the diameter of the Earth.

-Newton's Law Of. Gravitation states that gravitational:force F'8=0m1141i2 t
(see Pamphlet I); where G is a constant, m and M are the masses attracting
each other, and r is the distance between them. BecaUse r2 is in the denom-
inator, Fg has very large values in a collapsed star. These huge forces further ,
compress the material of the star and overwhelm nuclear forces. White Dwarfs
and Neutron Stars are stable stages in this proeess of collapse, when the



Material resists Anther cOmRession for a tithe' (perhaps 100million years).
When the density reaches .values like 106 gm/cm3 in a White Dwarf, it
changes the, geometry of space, as stated in Einstein's ,Theory of General
Relativity. If the star's mass M is large enimgh and its radius R gets small.:
enough, space is, curved so sharply around the collapsed star that light cluinot
get outs At this stage, the star, now less than 10 kilometers in dime*
becomes,a "Bilack Hole. " (The Earth would have to be sqUeeied to the size 4t
a Ping-pong ball to becoMe.a Black Hole.) X-ray observations have recently,.
given new evidence of Neutron Stars and Black HoleS. White Dwarfs have
been observed With optiCal telescopes for the past 56 YeOrs:

Figure 3.7 gives a.simplified picture of electrons and protons falling into stars.
The electrons and protons are accelerated to the velocity of escape v,e before
they strike the surface of the 'star. Actually, there is gas above the visible'
surface of an. ordinary star, like the corona above. the Sun'S surface (sec
Pamphlet III). So the electrons. and protons seldom reach the full:value of
've...= 615 km/sec. When the elections strike gas atoms at Speeds of 500 to
600 km/sec, their kinetic energy is.equivalent to about 1 eleettonvolt: The
protons have 'about' 1840 times as much energy and 'giVe soft x -rays as
bremsstrahlung. However, if the star is a Neution Star with much smaller,
radius (RN), the impact velocities are more than 80 times larger, and the
;proton bremsstrahlung comes. off as gaMMa rays-: with. 14' megaelectron
volts of energy. Even the electrons; falling on a Netition Star produce
77kiloelectronvolt x-ray bremsstrahlung.

Where does the ihfalling matter come from? Aitronomers guess that it t.
comes. from another star close bya less compact companion in orbit around
the compact Star,' as described m SectiOn 4: This scientific sleuthing also
finds Other means of generating x-rays in space. (The good detective- scientist,.
tries to fit all the available clues and then get more evidence 4d..'t prove his
case in court.")'

2, Synchrotron radiation. If there is little material on which to impact (that,,.
is, if theie is no possibility of brenkitrahlung), high-.speed electrons in nearly

'YeMpty space can generate x-raySby spiraling in a magnetic field. Thiseffeet,is:,...?.
well demonstrated in. modern physics laboratoriei with a synchrotron, a
Machine in which groups of electronser protons are guided around circular4'-'
paths by a magnetic fielpi. Their speed is incresed by an alternating electric
field pulsed to pull them around in their orbits. Such a machine produces lighf
and x -rays because the electrons oscillate in spirals arOtin'd the magnetic lints
of farce:,;The 'saine Sitpation, could arise in,space: (Fig.. 3..8). ..:

, Each oscillating electron einits synchrotron radiation electromagnetic
Waves of frequencyf that,depend on the electrchi's speed ,v and the strength

,

of the magnetic field (f is proportional to Hm2v4). Even ii
field (much less thah exists on Earth),an'electroni4ving
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iguteiaa Impacts of InfallIng electrons on stars'. Only 414:(10404tririhaae'enough gra.;
vItational poltentlal to generate hard xrays bylMpa4 preinaltialilung).

'will radiate x-rays: Again, yott may. ask, :where .c* the high-,speed electrons
come from? And what caused` the..M4gnetic field in space? Astronomers
answer that the strong magnetic 'field inside aIarge star would be trapped in

plasma' ' of ions and ele5t;ons:titi carried bittwtird, although weakened;



Synchrotron radiation from ire, electrons moving in a MagnetIclield The noire 4:87
field forces the eleetrorialO:spirar around lines of forde.
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to great distances by a supernova explosion. The Grab Nebula (Fig. 3.2) may
thus have a maguetic field,,throughout its large volume: lectront might be
shot into this magnetic field from nearby stare. In anyi,oc, cosmic rays.Are
passing' through it and emitting synchrotron radiatiklidfigher energy than
the electrons.

As sees from the side view (Fig. 3.8), synchrotikitediationishciuldhe
plane pblarized.3 (It is circularly :polarized if viewed th Magnetie /\?`

field.) Planepolarization was found in light and kays from the Crab Nebula V/
ig. 3.2), which confirmed that synchrotron radiation is',Comitig from that ti

nebula. Synchrotron x-rays are to be expected from fairly:Igge voftunes su
as nebulas, whereas hremsstrahlung x-rays are more lik 4fromitidividual
stars. In addition, there is good evidence of a small magne jfield thiniighout
the disk 'di gur Galaxy, and synchrotron radiation can Or* .whereyer elec:
trons of other charged particles are shot into it

3. Inverse Compton digct:illie inverse Compton effecct,iis third possible
source of x-rays in space. The Compton effeet* (Fig. 3.0 scovered int

laboratory experiments by the American,physicist Arthur
that a photon passing an electron and an ion in low- density .g' throw out
the electron (that is, increase the electron's energy from E by, losing
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some of its own energy (h,f1). That is, E2 El -.a.

photon frequencyf2 is less than the ortgitialfi. Undet ',certain condititensi:ihe
inverse occurs; for instancwhen a photon oyertaiici an electron moving in
the,,same direction. The.energy, and freqiiency of tIte,' photon are then,incieaSed.

.;....artdifie energy of the electron is reducedqtig. 3.10); After several such
an ultraviolet photon can Up" to an It-ray phoied by

t.tte energy of electrons and ions

effect; When. he angle between 'en incoming sd ..
v is correct, theOlectton loses energy to thephotow.:



OtiestiOns for'Discussion
lAtthosphere, Planck Law, Energy)

This newfield of x-ray astronomy has raised several questions that heed more
tboughtandzesearch. The following' go beyond the content of this'pamphlet
but are interesting topics for discussion. ,

1. If the Earth's atmosphere were suddenly made transparent to all
wavelengths of electromagnetic radiatiOn (Fig. 2.2), What major changes
would you expect on Earth? If it had always been ,thii. way, what further
differences would be expected?

2. In a color television set, there is a transformer giving a potential of
2(:000 volts for the scanning electron bean'. Every 0.05 second, the beam
scans. the picture in 525 lines, each line consisting of '525 dots (picture
elements or= "pixels"). What bretfisstrahlnrig would be-expected from the
television. tube?

3. In Section 2A, the statement is made that hot bodies radiate all
wavelengths in the electromagnetic spectrum.. What about zero wavelength?

.4. Cosmic rays come from all directions. Some are absorbed each sev cond.
by the Earth, other planets, the Sun, and stars. Does this mean that cosmic.
rays are decreasing in. intensity ?.

5. How can we measure or estimate the distance to ap way ,source?

6. Whit further measurements should be made on x-ibtources by a new
highreneigi satellite to replace. /Mufti? .

: ' 7, Where does,, the energy come from the as radiated in synchrOtron
4 .

T, x-rays? -
,

8.' it-cOsMic-ray electrons are passing through,a magnetic field throughout
the diSloPiitir Galaity, what would you expect to be added tb the map of x-ray
sources.' 'sky (Fig.



DifferenCiOn\ Penetration. of Hard and

cott )(11.6Ys:
BeCauseof the penetrating power of x-rays, we can "see'' x -ray sources (Fig.
3.5) throtigh the interstellar,smog of our Milky Way.GaIiity, but we haioto
easy way to estimate hoxii:far away thege,sources are. The optical istrcinbnier
can estimate; distances of stars in the csiiii0Vay. by interstellar.reddeningAnd
by the.strength ofinterttellar abSorptien Sie!Ctra;,.;the;tedileitfni,
occurs*CatiSe red light penetrates dust or smog better than blue light does. A
fairlyAtiant .tar is thus redder than it ought to, be (as'indicated by other
'.1e4tikeiitj,its'

an

spectrum, such as strengthi of spectral lines) because most
ritSVitiVIii has been absorbed by smog en route to the Earth. In the same

, soft x4ays-(0,1 to 1 kileelectronvOlt) are less penetratingithan,hard
x-rays:(2 6..20 kikielectronOoitg): Thus, :We expec(that.theaSurements.of a '

.1..,:distant Sou* woUld show. less than.".`norMal" Soft.x-rays; whereaia nearby
source %voted have the :Y.'..!normal!':'ratiO of 'soft -to -hard x-rays. (So 4r, an
actual standard for "normal" has not been established.) ".:'

A partial survey of iii.gtXlays from sources in the Milky Way was made by
F. D. Seward on tWell4r4Ce rocket flights in 1972; and the restilts:tenOt
confi0ii this distancei7esitect. Soft x -ray intensity in the 0.3.- tk.i744:);
kiloeleqtronvolt band was CoMpared. to the hard x-ray intensity (2 to 10
kiloelecYrOnvolts) measured: by t-Muru. Two source stand :out as being
nearhif Vela ?p,I and Cygniis Xi=i1';'1iloth are large nebulae (Supernovarem-

. nantsfteveriOegrees across and aboUt 3000 light7years.frorriEerth. Another
supernova re'rnnant, Cassiopeia X-Mig. 3;5), could not be detected in soft
x-rays of energy 0:3 to 0.5 kiloeleavolt, although it showed weakly in the
0.5 to 1-kilOeleetionvOlt range. It is estimated p be 10 000 light-years
distant. tioweVer, other soft x -ray sources, are`nOr nebulae, an the ratio of
theirsoft4kiliara x- ray strength is possibly different because of the way their

areAnerated. Seward estimates that seven of these sources are about
40 000 #i*liOiears from us, near the center of the Galaxy, and that another 10
are abont45000 light -years ,away. . !'

Optical spectra can help specify what the. " normal" color of a step :hat
be, and hence the degree of a'..sta?.t reddening can be used to eSaiiiite..its
distance. However, further study of'x -ray spectra is: eeded before.distarices

. .

can be estimated frOm their characteristics.- Until that is doirxii'liahie.dis-
tahces of x-ray sources come only from optiozOtudieS of tteotijiiii with
which they are identified.



The Soft X-Ray Experiment, MA-048
The MA-048 Exiieriment was a study of spectra the range from 0.1 to 10
kiloelectronvolts and a survey of' the soft x-ray background over a large
fraction of the sky. Although the x-ray detector, a 30- by 75-centimeter (12-
by 30-inch) proportional counter (Fig- 4 1), WO periodic high-voltage break-
downs between the electrodes (at 2700 volts), it detected 12 x-ray sources,
including Cygnus X-2, Hercules- X-1, Vela X-1, SMC X-1 in the Small
Magellanic Cloud, and the *hiteDwarf star called HZ 43 (number 43 in 'a list
prepared by Milton Humason and Fritz ZwickY in 1950). Thesky background
in 0. 25-kiloelectronvolt x-rays was measured on a separate rocket flight, and
two new emission regions were discovered from Apollo-Soyuz.

!..<1.1.*

nt.

The MA-048 soft x-ray detector. TM structure of the. detector front pots as a 't
collimator.



Te MA-048 proportional counter (Fig: 4:1) consisted of a rigid box, 5
centimeters. (2 inches) deep, with a .thin, plastic front Window that faced
outward on the side of the Apollo Service ModUle near the back. This plastic
membrane (Kimfol polycarbonate) was only 2 micrometers thick. It was thin
in ordel to admit soft x-rays; which are easily absorbed..The membrane was

. . Supported on the outside (against. 1.1-atmosphere pressure inside) by an
rd*intnn honeycoMb collimator with a 4° field of view. When tested before
flight in a vacuum chamber, the membrane did not break but itleaked gas af3
Eni3/min. The gas had to be replaced during operations from a tank (gas bOttle)
On the back. This procedtire required accurate valvei.. The gas was a mixture
090-percent argon and 10-pereent Methane that was chosen for its absorption

i,,",Of soft x -rays. (The X-rays ionize the argon.) The pressUre and temperature of,
the gas were measured continuously and transmitted .by radio to the Mission
Control Center at JSC in Houston. .

Many cathode wires, grounded (at zero petential), were stretched acrOsS
thebox as shown inFigure 4.1, and a set of:seven anode wires (at 2700 volts)
was located near the front membrane. A soft x-ray photon would ionize.the
argOn-methane gas near the front membrane; it could not penetrate to the haat
of the box. The freed electrons `.`cascaded" (Fig. 2.8) and produced indre
electionS. All the electrons collected on the anode wires,' which recorded a
current pulse proportional to the photon energy. When "a cosmic ray ionized
the gas near the back of the box, the current pulse was also recorded by a
second set of seven anode wires (veto anodes) near the back (Fig. 4.2), This
count was subtracted as in an anticoincidence detector (see Sec: 2F). The
electronic countingcircuit is shown in Figure 4.3.:(The data anodes are near
the front membrane and the veto anodes are near the back wall of the counter.)
The, anticoincidence gatecincels out simultaneous pulses from the data and

. veto anodes. The analog-digital (A.-13) converter converts each pulse into
binary digits, and sorts pulses into 128 bins according to pulse size, thereby
recording the count of 0.137,, 0.15 -; 0.20, through 9.0;, and 10.0-
kiloeleetronvolt, photons. The measured spectrum of Cygnus X-2 (the
strongest source detected) shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.2 Operation of the MA-048 soft x-ray proportional counter.



Simplified block diagram of the MA4048 detector electronics system. Figure 4.3
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Figure 4.4, Spectrum of Cygnus X-2 observed, by the MA.i048 Soft X-Rei4i4p e

MA-048 Voltage :Breakdown .,!.:

The MA-048 equipment was carefully calibratqd;lirtjt
mu. before the Apollo-So ltuz flight and c e4c41,ptit:(Nioltag

pressure meters, thermornettis, electronics at ASA J0bil
Space Center (KSC) just.befoie the Apollch s
successfully for 25 minutes after it was first 15iir
breakdOWn occurred. K-discharge (electric 640M
anode wires and thecathode wires.ol- walls took;
by dust or small irregularities in the walli or wires
high. The gas becatrie continuously ionized
With the astronauts' help; the counter boxes were'
and refilled ,:with tholargon-methane
occurred again I or 2 minutes after the 2700-41



It looked as if the Soft X-Ray Experinient had' failed. Howexkr, because it
worked for 1 or .2 minutes after being turned on, the NRL investigators at the

ssion Control Center .suggested turning the voltage on and off every 2
minutes. The MA-048 equipment subsequently measured soft x-rays in 1.- or

:2-MinUte intervals for an additional 30 minutes, making a to of 55 minutes
of successful operation for the experiment.

.

MA-048 ,Experiment Results-An X.Flay Pulsar
Counts were transmitted tothe Mission Control Center and recorded there as a
function of time. A sample set for 14 minutes 51 secOnds, showing a'scan
across Cyrus.X-2; is reproduced in Figure 4.5. The full 55 minutes of such
data required many Months: of study to determine the voltage breakdowns,
`discrete sources, and soft x-ray background emission: Two broad emission

: regions in the background stand out. One, in the constellation Centaurus,
- 'coincides with a supernova remnant estimated by NoptiCal astronomers to be

about 8000 light-years away: Its temperature is about 3 000 000 K. The other
ion coincides with Cygnus X-6 and is an area about 1° by 8°, estimated to

be about 6600 light-years away and therefore ationt 110 by 1000 light-years in
extent: Because a supernova remnant should be a more or less spherical
nebula, this elongated x-ray source is thought to be a result .of several

... iint-stai explOsions; all adding up to a 3 000 .000 K temperature of the ions
and elections in an elongated region.
. '`Another exciting discovery was an. x-ray pulsar in the SmAll Magellanic
ClOud (SMC), a galaxy of stars, gas, and dust about 2 000 light-years from
us NO 000 light-years outside our Galaxy): The x-ra .source SMC X-1 had
been discovered in 1971, and Uhuru observationkshow that it is a close pair of
stars in a 3.9-day orbit around each other. One of these isa hoi blue giant star.
.The x -rays * cut 'ciffloy an eclipse as thiS blue star comes between Earth` nd
.the confmnion,starOA,Fmits x-r4yS (Fig. 4.6):
si The 41:04it cotiktr,A4InT§MC X-1 measured by the MA-048 Experiment -
lid by an Earlier rocket lgfi`titth the same type of prOportional counter shoW.. ,
fiatSNI.0 X4 is 4rOonstatit ni.Olses.:In photon energies from 1 .6 to

17;W.01ii,ctionvOltitps;intenst S about 15 percent every 0.716
:secOriai:..No.pri4tioi was detede test:it-ray, band (photon energy

Cause these very soft it-rays
.,

Fen the. Earth and the SMC.;
nd was possible because the

from 0.18 to 01:29113411ele':1: nyol
st0:y. absorbed

't,140xiiring a 'peri
8 x-ray count

4 is undoubtedly a pnl
Period th4F!ili4pzekothPK

h 3-millisecond interval: SMC
nisei Of x-rays. It haS a shorter

e been observed: These pulsars are
thought to be Chllantedsta4 gtar

bes,

Fig. 4.6) that are rapidly rotating,
and hav?'hotspots" on them: The two other x-rarpulsais in the Milky Way
Galaxy, Centaurus X-3 and Hercules X-1, are similar.
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Figure 4.5..; MA-048 soft x-ray count rates as a 'function of time for 14 minutes 51 sec-
onds during the flight, in four energy bands.-

If this theoretical Model is correct, the rapidly spinning Neutron Star: is a
source of bremsstrahlung x-rays, probably from material falling in from a
"giant tide" on the companion star. For some reason, proably its magnetic
field, the Neutron Star has a hotspot where the x-ray output is well above.
average. As-it rotates, this hotspot faces toward 'the Earth; then away, thus
Cfausing the periodic variations in the x-ray counts. measured by the MA-048
*periment. At 200 000 light-years, SMC X-1 has the largest intrinsic output
(3- x 1031 .I/sec. or 3 )< 1038 ergs/Sec) of anY.knoWn pulsar

When the Neutron Star moves behind the blue giant star, the x-rays from
SMC X-1 are eclipsed. The Doppler effect in the 0.716-second pulses of
x-rays due to the orbital motion of the Neutron Star should shfmten the pulses'

as the Neutron Star approac hest& Earth and lengthen them as it recedes about
2 days later. If this Doppler-effect (see Pamphlet IV) caikbe measured, it will
confirm the model sketched in Figure 4,6 and determine the orbit- size

,accurately. From the orbiksize and period, the combined double-star mass can
be calculated, (This has been done for Hercules X-1,) The "giant' tide" in
Figure 4.6 is less certain. If the material from the blue giant star, extends
beyond the neutral point between the two.stars,- where thegraVitationafforces
cancel, then the gas in the giant star isspeiwd into the Neutron Star, as shown
in Figure 4.6, providing the infall for bremss ung x-rays,
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Questions for Discuss'
(Interstellar Matter, Instrumental t phbrationL Background, 'Haack Holes,
Doppler Effect) fit; '

ThiS is jusipne detective study in dpiCe*ience, and it is by np means solved. ''
For instance:: .*A.,

.

9 Why should the material 'Orthelcbine giant star ,tend beyond the
neutral point in Figure 4:6' when the gy fOnat forCi'Closer to the star.

pulling it back in? F -
,$ .,`

10. If you could obierve Cygnus X- from aplace much closr tb it than.
. we are, how would the spectium differ from that in Figure 4:4?

,

11. The "calibration Source" in Figdre 4.1 contained radioaotiVe
which emits 5.9-kilOelectronvolt x -rays. How could this hOs b#ert,.used to
check the MA-048 se4itivity during the. Apollo.:SoVUOSSiOn?:,.

What can account for the background of soft 'x-rayS conAtutin from all
directions and detected in all parts of the sky?'

13,-Black Holes have no Material. surface:-There is a boundary through
which no waves or particles can pass. 'What providesthe impacts for infalling
electrons generating bremsstrahlung x-rays!?

14. If the Sun (with a present radius of 695 000 kilometers) we're collapsed

to a White Dwarf, it would have a radius of 7000 kilometers; if collapsed to a
,Neutron Star, a 10-kilometer radiuS. What happens to the material of. the Sun

(or any other star) in such a collapse? What about the material in a Black Hole?

15. If a Neutron Star rotating once per second is moving toward tislkith a .

velocity of 107 in/sec, what period of rotation would we measure from pulses
of its 4-ray emissiOn (Fig 4.6)?
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A Gamma-Ray Sources and Background
. Gamma -ray Photons .have the highest energy - frOgii:100 kiloelectiOnTIts

.rnegaelectronvolts and higher.-;;FlitY)ian fie' generated in the same
manner as Z-rayS are generated. They':Couldlbeliiernsstrahlung from cosmic-
ray impacts, or synchrotron radiatiph:friotTOCoginic rays passing through
magnetic fields,,; or the resttlXbf the'inverse Compton effect on hard x-rays.
,Specific4amtnalay -taergies,eome from the decay of pi mesons (`;`heavy
electiiiii4q3rocluceil°6 dsmic rays);:. from nuclear .reactions and from
matter-iiiitimauerannihilatioisuchas proiou2antiiiroton annihilatiOns, which
prodUce 100-megaelectionvoli photons, and electrori-positron annihilations,
'which produce 0.5-megaelectrortvolt.priOtons'. SpecifiC gairima4ay energies
frOrri nuclear reactions:are used in physics laboratories to identify the nuclear t
reactions.tha(are taking- .place in an experiMent. "4:1,7

The penetrating power:or gamma rays is so greatlkat:ihey:;paSt:.thi:Ottgh
.interstellar material virtually withcint loss: Strangele.tOtiggfi;;',fitie4f shows ,
atat.veryhigh energy (MOre than40, rnegaelectrtnivolts)gaMma rays..ex
Ace a lOssin space by interacting with the reSidn'alinillimeterivtaveradia,tiori.,,,
(a leftOvegrom the ".Big:Bang" origin Orfii0iiiivers0.."0 fortillejeCtiMV,
positron Because are generated.by cosiii'c',iiiys,gamma'rays were
expetediO'VOirie mainly,from a general background all over the sky rather.

,;.,than from discrete (isolated) sources.-HoWever; several strong i-raY sources

(such as the Crab Nebula) have been found to be gamma-ray.§OUrces also.

,..: .'
NT

Gamma-Ray-Detectors
1-

,. They detection of gammalray background and :soUrces depends on crystal...,
se0i11.41.Ors (Sec. 2F)large Crystals of gerManium or thallium-:doped
sodiuni iodide. ("Thallium-doped! means a sinall.amourit of thallium was
added during the manufaciure of the crystal.) Onelaitficulty with these:
detectors ishihe "instrumental background," flashei1thk4are.,..not due to ;
gamm :rays from outside. The rate of these flashes mus blielleternmed during
preflig calibration. Experiments on previOus Apollo fligliViowed that this
.backg0 iitf count increased during the flight; probably because cosmic rays
and seeOndary rays were absorbed in the crystal and created radioactive..
isotope's there. (The secondaries include the neutrons released when cosmic

. rays are absorbed in nearby materials in the spacecraft.) Gamma rays are
released as the radioactive isotopes decaY inside the crystal and are counted
the same as if ,t00:-.came from outside. 1

A



Mr4.7,i.Tery

e tiyetall :ACtiVentin eriment;:.MA-1.51..,
- .timeasore the background thaiigdf two standard gamma-ray, detectlic4s-

, tals were carried in'ApollO-Soyaz and checked fOi background flashes shortly
after the 9-day flight. Inthe:CryStal ActiVatiOkEitkitnerit MA451, .three ."-

other 'laboratories cooperated with GSFC in testing:gr the crystals and other
materials after the flight. These tests *ere cooedHated by . I. TrOrnl?ka at
:GSFC.

'Figure 5.1 is a diavani of the sodiuM iodide Crykalinits Steel cylinder with
a glass end-window through which A photomditiplier44be could .`look" far.
background flasheSin.Oreflight and poStflight tests. Sikh nCrystalscin(illatOi

`could be used to detect 0.2, to 10-megaelectronVolt 'gamma jiis, but it would::
need some sort of anticOincidende.:plastic .scintiflator.ainund it, aS'in Figure'

showi how. maierials were packed' in:thoother .cOritiiner:' a
striallOernianium detector andidfl-grain sheets of scandium,
uraninini)Vhich are used as shieldS and filters in gaminaray.COunterS: Guth
patleagesyere, oouritedi on theinside Waif oldie. APolld,CoMmand*Odijle

r0Coi?ered"80 minutes afteTSplashdovvn on July
sarnpleS.re....exposerd.tppolli'solar and galactic cosmic

rays. to the gamma ray and neutron Set oadanes froiii'400$11...4AP6taft,
materials (mostly :aturrunttrn; steely and lastics)., and to Van Allen; belt

. .protons (SOO blOisaq) for aaotal of 217 houis A Siriitai.eZpeiliiiiiitliad been.
performed:On the 27 mission to the .Mon: . ;

were..Comhleted on the 'recovery ship. yvion a few hours after r

Tpe.initriinienialb4iroun,d..flaShAifi!:*iodium iodide and
itiCre'aSed ii.Orti..those.:of:i66:ptoolght. tests; and the ',;`

g,tiut4RA3oOtrtlitSixr4OviliCli radiOaCiiVe:0140 ***Created by the
~exposure. 'Figure. 5.3 ts' plot of thegarrni-ray.sPec#nin from: inside the
thallintn-doPectlsOdiUM i dide. crystal. The .Ap011O4SOYnKiesults.are,aboal
one..third the100 of the Apollo .17 counts with eac**igy.'Cjilifinel:iOtinted :
fror minutes...."1:14,4riergy Channels are each 2410'1001000irivolts
/ranging from 15.kilcieleettOnvolts to 1:25 megaeleet0004:.:The

:. due :to 'the Spontaneous decay of three radioactiv w isotopes of iodine; oni of .

indiUM, and one of tellurium.Sodium-7A..(sodium isotope:of atomic weight
24) was also detected. The lower energy i-ray spectrum frOm inside. the

rysgermanium ctal.is plotted in Figure 5.4, which ShOWs lO- kiloelectronvolt
x*rays from gallium-.67 and:germanium-71 . Zini-05 and cObalt-56 were also.

.; .detected,:: .
.

. ',The metal:foils .were'alsO activated by the exposure, giving saandium46,
,.neptunium. -239 (from uraniu , yttriutn..87, and zircOninirvS9 'LOOM'

Thee Iast isotope, roduced by ..neutron : .capture;. ShOWed a

44.
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backgroiMdr of 6.71 thermal neuOnkrn..2 sec in the Apolle spaag8Mft. These ,

data together with much other information, collected on earliex Skylab and
Apollo missions; will make possible the proper designAnd operation of fount
high- energy experiments in . space.,.
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arriph of postflight PAA4151 counts inlhe.sodiuin-lodide crystal compared with Figure 5.3
Aisdio 17 postflight runts. .
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nc usions

, During the last 10 years, high energy astrophysics has become one of the most
T.. interesting research studies i space.science. X-ray and.gainma7ray observa-

*Ms have shown that pii9gs are going on in our Milky' Way Galaxy, and
beyondit, that were riot eyen suspected in 1960. Such observations, including
the MA.048 Soft X-Ray'results from Apollo-Soyuz, have almost confirmed
the existence of Neutio'n Stars and Black Holes, which were purely specula-
tive thecaeS as late 'as1965. As space techniques and instruments--sertsitive
detectots of soft x-rays and accurate deteciots of gamma raysare improved,
we will learn more about the strange. sources scattered throughout our Milky
Way and other galaxies.
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Discussion 'Topics (Ans ers to.
1. (Sec. 3E) Ultraviolet sunlight,. iblor x-rays; and)cOsmic rays are

harmful to most living otganisms and .cause genetic mutations (refer to a
biology, text).. If they were not abkirbed, the atmosphere would be heated
entirely from the bottom, causing'More turbulence ald changing wind pat,
terns: Surface temperatures would be Jowered becUuse of the lack of the
"greenhouse effecV:';:khOiding in inf d `!heat waves" because the atmOs,-
pherels opaque to them) If thiS gad al ays been the Case; animal life would
$robably have remained in the seas. \

; ,

2. (Sec. 3E) The 20 000 VoltS. prociuce electrOns. in the scanning beam
with energies of 20 kiloelectronvolts4(a1ittle less because of the work needed
to pull each electroti"Out of the cathode). BecauSe several electroni are needed
fox' each of three colors in each of 276 000 pixels,- at leak 5 520 000 x-ray
photons of 20-k iloelectronvolt eneigy are produced each second at the back of
the television screen. Most of these bremsstrahlung x-rays are absorbed in the

back and sides of, the television,set, but about 20 percent come out the front.

3. (Sec. 3E) If the wavelength is Zero = = infinity, an d the photon

energy E = hf is infinite. Therefore, evens. uperhot body cannot radiate at
zero wavelengthtrefer to. the Planck Law). \

4. (Sec. 3E) Cosmic rays are generated. by the. Sun and other stars in
varying amounts'. (Studies of the !twat soil may indicate such changes in solar-
cosmic rays during the past.) New galaCtic cosmic rays are probAbly acceler-
ated to very high energies by "collisions" with magnetic fields in the huge
interstellar clouds of the Galaxy. Thus, there are many sources of newcosmic

rays to replace the rays that are absorbed.

5. (Sec. 3E) Identification of an x-ray source with an optical: bject whose .

distance can be estimated is the best method to date. Independent estimates
may be possible when complete x -ray spectra can be medtured, from whiCh
(a) intrinsic x-ray output can be inferred or (b) soft x-ray absorption along ihe

line of sight can be meaSured.

6. (Sec. 3E) More complete measurethents should be Made of x-ray
spectra; including ganitna rays; rapid ti*Witiations in x ray intensity and
spectrum; pOlaKiation of the it-rays; and gieater angulantesolution and

accuracy of the source position.

7. (Sec. 3E) As a high-speed electton spirals around magnetic lines of
force and radiates photons, its kinetic energy is reduced by an amount equal to

the photon energy radiated. .



8. (Sec. 3E) Synchibtron radiation froM cosmic rays moving through the
Galaxy's magnetic field should produce a background of x-rays and gamma
.rayiClosetb the Galactic Equator; that is, in.theAsk of the Milky Way dala4y

. (see Fig. 3.5).

9. (Sec. 4E) In Section 4D and in Figure 4.6, the escape of gas frOm the
gravitational field of the blue:.giant star can be caused by convection and
radiation pressure in the atmosphereof thatstar. In fact, as stars age, they.tend
to Increase in size.

10. (Sec. 4E) Because the interstellar material absortisltiP'
soft x-rays than of the harder xs (higher'phOton glieigyIirthe$0eFtrup
Cygnus X-2, as recorded much clbSer to it would.be,l#ighet in the low eir
(left) side than is shown in Figure 4.4.

11.:AS6C..14E) When the calibration source was pushed in frcint;pftha.left
Side of MA-048 . detector; its known intensity of 5.9-kileeleopav6it:
x-rays (about 500 photons/sec) would enter the ;detector ..;

plastic front window just like x-rays from a cosmic source. If the Proportidnal
counter recorded .500 more counts/sec abOve the background count in the
5.9-kiloelectronvolt bin, then its sensitivity was correct. If not, a correction
would need to be made to the instrument. readings.

12. (Sec'. 4E) The background of soft x-rays coming in; from all direCtionS
might be synehrotron radiation from electrons and protons in'the solar i4;hid
passing through the Earth's magnetic field and synchrotron radiatiOn of other
protons and electrons farther away that have been fired into the magnetic field
of the Milky Way Galaxy. Or it could be many, more distant sources,
overlapping, all over the Sky.

13. (Sec. 4E) Reasoning about conditions at the "Schwarzschild
q Discontinuity:: the "edge' of a Black Hole at distanCe Rs from its center of
'mass, is trickY. The equation Rs =2GMIc. can, be derived from the formula

for escape velocity, mve2-.--=" 2GmM /R for test mass m at distance R from a
large.massM, by letting ve:approach the velocity of light c. In the time'frame
of the falling massm, it takes infinite time tovoS's the R = Rs diseOntinuity.
However, it is, unlikely that Walling material will fall directly toward
Most of it willgo, into, an orbit that i slowly circularized by Collisions. X-ray
bremSstrahlung will come...fiPM;i acts of new material with Material in
orbit outside Rs .



14: (Sec.. 4E) If the .solar radius, which encloSes about:
°
kilograms at a mean density of 1.4 grn/cms,is shrunk to a 7000ikitb
radius White Dwarf sear with the same mass, the density.must"...: ra as

factor. of 1 million. This high-density material is no longer :
and'is.called degenerate, with all electrons compressed into theilieat'.0
orbits: if the collapse starts at a higher rate, gravitational fforce rii0
atomic nuclei into neutrons with even higher density: (7000/10)3(1-,4.

4:8 x 10" gm/cms. Further compression forms a Black Hole. 1t!5

of 3 kilometers,

15. (Sec. 4E) The Doppler effect (see PaMphlet IV)
; ,

obserYed period of rotation or increase the frequencyf of:it#S4ispiittrotn vt
1.0 per second to 1.1 per second. When a source is apptba01141g:tEmlltiat',5.,.,
velocity v, the frequency of its output (light or pulsestitearndlY4
Wherefl(f + AD= v/c, andc is the velocity ofthe light or pii44,;4
Which is the velocity of x-ray. pulses on the.waYfrom the,pril5ar #p `The
same Doppler formula applies to,sound,way,es,

less than c . The observed periodsif the irolOing NeptroriiqratiiiCia6tei44filismi,
1 .00 to 0.91. second.



International System (SI) ,=
)!.3Units . !

Names, symbols, and conversion factors of SI units used in these pamphlets:

Conversion factor

1 km.= .0:621 mile:
1 m = 3.28 fr..
1 chn = 0.394 in.,

mm = 0.039 in I..

p.m 5( 10'6 in..= 104 I
lnm = 10 A .

T

tpperaiure kelvirv.

= 106 cm3 = 35 ft3

1 Hz = 1 cycle/sec
1 kHz = 1000 cycles/sec
.1 MHz = 106 VsToTes/sec

kilogram per Ice,/m3 8111/01.)?
cubic meter 1 &icing density of water,



Qrntiti Name of unit Symbol ..T10-nversiOn factor

Pressure newton per square 14/m2 1 11/m2 = 1.45 x 10-4 IbraW
meter

Energy joule 10:, 1 I =.'114391-ealorie

Photon energy eleetionvolt eV 1 eVr'4.i.60 X 10-19 1; I 107 err'

Power
-

watt 1 W 1j/sec

'Atomic mass' '.,atomic mass unit .amu 1 aniu:= 1.66 X 10.41 kg
,,,;

Tn
, .

:0;

,:,
CustoMrya Units Used Wittrifie, SI Units

, :4;.'
.,cesantity. Name of unit Symbol Conversion factoii:;*....;

.,, -..

Wavelength of angstrom A k l A = 0.1 nnv,--4:10'41:En

light.' ,',.',;";.",--',

Affeele.ration
".:.iot gravity

1 g =- 9.8 m/sec2

54



=:1/100 =.0.01

10'3 = irtOoo = 0.001;

16-4 = 1/10.000. = 0:.000 .1; etc..



References to sections, Appendix A (answers to,questions);,and figure are
`included in the entries. Those ftalic type are the most helpful.
angstroin (A) a unit of TWaVelength used by ph)%sicistsforpore than 89.years:

1 angstrom 10 -10 meter or 0.1 nanOmeter.
angular resolution the:angle between. two sources that:ean just be

stinguifthed by a detector and collittiator, The nornial human eye
,;! ha ari ingUlar:resolution of .1 ate-minute. (See. 2b;.:Pigs,.2.6, 3.3)
anode a positively:charged wire in a vacuum tube or detector which attacte

0-
electrons;00cs,:;411, 4C; Figs. 2.7, 4.2)

cduinter a photbn detector-that automatically cancels counp
1*: that are due to corriiCtays.nr,Other rays ihat are not wanied.in. the enititi.

(Secs; 2C8 2F, 411, SC; Fig. 2 9) "et.

':',arc- minute a unit of .anile: 1° = 1: arc-Minute
second.s.

background a uniform intensityLxv:er a region of sky around the star u
study (Secs. 4B, 4D,.!5A0 to SC:. ApV A, tips. 8;412),.!!`Instriiinen
background' (Sec. 5B) is the count rate due to 41itrtiment def s wh
no phOtons are entering the detector. .4 ,;

"Big-Bang gosmology the theog, of tlk ormin of the universe which' states
' that the universe was created' abOut 15 bYllion years 'ago when a.giant

explOSi6n emitted high-freqUency radiation and pushed matter apart,
That matter is now conctenied into stars:inkalaXies which receding

.

from the Earth. The More diStant ones are receding faster cauSe they
started taster in the BiiiBang. (Sec. 54)

Black Hole a collapsed Masi of extremelythigh density that turves,space
near it so than° light, or particles tan g4. in or out (Secs. `1, 3Di 4E, 6;
App. A, nos. 13, 14). Wig a

brernsStrahlung electromagnetic radiation (ithatons) produeed by impacts of
high:Speed electrons`' or itins on other inaterial. (Secs. 3D, 4D, 5A
-Ann: -Anos. 2,13; F,igg: 3.7)

cathode a negatively ,charied*re.iri *vacuum tube or detecioy. (Secs, 4B,
.4C; Figs. 2.7, 2.8, '4::2)

- .

cereitkov radiation the visible light emitted by a particle traveling near the
speed. of light when it enters :a.substance where the Veticity of light i$,
leSs than the particle's 's'peed.f(Sec; .4F; Fig. 2.9) See,PaMphlet VI.

channeitron curved szactkinn tube.that gives a 100millignelectron output
pUlse fOr each eleetron' input. (Sec. 2E),.See Pamphlet'

c011imatOr one or more tubes in front.of a detectOr that allow photons from
only ,one-direCtiOn to reach ihe detector.. (Secs. ;D, 2F, -3B, 4B; . .

Figs, 2.6. 4.1, 4,2)

r.



(

,COMPtOn0 a rots of eriemifp*:#photri to an`electron near an ion.
The inn :Comprop 4eCt is alAin'Otiihoton energYfroM an electron.
(SPCs.00, 5A; Figs, 3.9....1,/..911$.e.,,Or,ojectPhysicS, Sec. 20.2;; ?SSC, .

Se 4".

conste fio0.4 group of stars "such .as the Big Dipper, that defines an area
-

(generally ,10? or 20°.4aCiarss) 'in the sky., Mogi of the constellations were
:nained* the Greeks (Tahrus, Scorpius, Cygnusl. (Sec. 3A; Fig.'3.5).

CQs a Daly. an extremely:high:speed on; a 'stripped atomic nucleui. Solar
.it,costhie rayi are blown out of the Sun; galactic cosmic rays arrive..

from all directions. (Secs. 1, 2(;, 2F, .3D, 4B, 5AVApp, A, nos. 1;4;

. , count one pulse:of current or voltage from a"!detecto,r;iniAcating the passage
of a photon or cosmic ray through the detector. (Seci; 2C, 20 to 2F, 3B)

Count :rate the number of counts per second;- it measttpcs' the inteniity_Of .
. the Source. (Secs. 2C, 2D, 2E, 3B) -

Crystal a solid cOmposed of atoms o,r ions pr,mole,;cules anged in a regular
repetitive pattern. Sodium iOdide and germahlumsrystals are used as
gimina-ray detectors. (Secs. 2F, 5B, Sc; Figs. ; 5.2) b:

declination angular distance north (plus) or south (minus) of the ,Celestial
Equator in the sky. (Sec. 3C; Fig. 3.4) See ProjeCt Physics, Seci. 5.1:....
to 5.3. :

Doppler shift the,change of frequency and wavelength in the spectrum of a:
source apProaching or receding froth an observer. (Sec. 4D; App. A,.
no. 15) See Pamphlet IV. :

eleCtric field strength of the 'electric force on a unit electric charge in a
region of space affeCted by other electric charges..(Secs. 2A, 3D) .

electromagnetic waves inclUdex-rayi, light wavds, and radj6 waves, which
Carry energy at a velocity c -Of-3 m/sec. The electromagnetic

spectrum is the sequence:Of waelehgths fronlivery shqrt gamma rays to
very long radio. waves. (Secs: 2A, 2B, 3D; Fig. 2 .2)

electronvolt (eV) a unit of photon energy',. 1000 electronvolts = l..kilo-:
'electronvolt; 1000 kilOglectronyolts 1 megaelectronvolt. (Sec.. 2B)

energy (E) the capacity for doing work. The:energy of motion, kinetieenergy
is 1/2my2. The energy of radiation, inchtding light:and ZTays,, comes in
photons. Each photon has an energy E = hf = hcIA, where :h is the Planck
constant, f is the frequency; c is the velocity, and ? is the wavelength
the light or x-rays. ,Photon energy is measured, in eleetronvolts. X -rays
have photon energies from about 100 electrodifolts (soft) to 50 kilo-
eleetronvolts, (hard). High-energy aRtrophysics the study of high-
energy photons. (Secs. 2B, 3p, 5A, 5C: App. A, nos: 3, 7,10; Figi. 3
3.9, 3.10, 4.4)

7



filtera thin slab Of selec'tiVe.material in front ofa'AletCetar. The filterlets ;
through only .,a selected color or group of Wateierigths:. or gclitip of
photon- eriergies;!,(Secs. 2C,. SC).2 .

freqUency.,(f) the 'clamber of oscillationi made by a wave each second,.
Measured in heiti. The frequencies of x-rayS are tetween 3 X:1016
and 3 X. 10° heiti:..PhOtoirenergy Where h is the Planck constant.

24; :2B, 'Fig. 2-.2) 1.
galaxy avast assemblage' of billions of it*s with interstellar gaS and dust.

See Nay.' Way. (See;'3C;.fig..3:6), 0

gamma rays very high tOtgy, photons of energy greater. than-about,100,
kilcieleCtronyoEts. (Sees.' 1 , 2A to 2C; '2F, 3D; SA to 5C; ptgi.
2:4,,Z9). . . .

gravitation the force of atirgetion between two masses, -given by Newton's
Eivi.:.'(sed.:.3.12);SeiPrOect ,OhySie's Secs:.13:6 to1878; PSSC,.Secs-...134,
13-10;'..v.. .' "

het4Z (01.z)4.tinit of frequency, one oscillation (cYdle) per second;
,'tOertz = 1690 CY.clesigee,:,1.Fin00ti:.-= 106 4ciesisec:.

infrared (ili) invtsibleelectioinagnetik radiation with wavelengths frOni1)27
to 1000. micionteters; longer, than visible wavelengths. (Sec. 2A;

.
A, no. I; .

Interstellar gas .and.dust.material in the space between stars. Low-density
hydrogen and'ottiergases areagiectedfroti.theirabsOrPtionand emission
of .specific wavelengths of ligh.v.and radio wavesi, dtiSt,particles

: scatter. liglit.;.4ike,smogiloes:(Sees.:,3e, 4A; App: A; nos.4; 10,
intrinsic iinivertha energyradiated,Oer second from an:x4ay (or light) source:

The- brightness that we see is t he intrinsic. power tuvide.a.hy the square
of tfie .1Sourc'5.'diStanCe,'-:minus the absorption ..by; interstellar
(secs,:jc,'35,..413)\.".,

ina an atom. with one .;or more electrrinS removed. or, more rarely, added.
IAtcOs are foniZed'iiybpai:orliOhi;,,kays-alitt gamma rays?'. and cosmic
rays or othermoving particles) adetector.thoWthe inten:.
5ity. and photon energy of x- rays.. (Sees.'.2C, 2E, ap;Figs.
3. I 0) .See project Physics,"Secs. .PSSecg.

kelvin (K) .i..teinperature SCale starting: at :absolute: zero (no .heat.rnOttiOn
273 K = 'Or C= 32° F;the freezing point:of water; 373 K = 1Q4f0:
2.12° F. the boiling point ofwater OclEarth.

LargeMagellanic Cloud (LMC)..See.Magellanic Clouds.
light-year the distance light travels (at -3 X 10R-in/sec) in 1 year (3.15 x ,10

seconds). Cone light-Year equals 9.46. x 10`2 kilometers, about 63, otxr,i.;
. times, the distance. from Sun to. Earth; (Secs. 3A, .3C, 4A, 4D; Fig. ;3.6)
MA-048 the Scift.X-Ray Experiment on the Apollo -Soyuz miision..(SecSt d ,

4B to 4D , Figs: 4.1, 4.20, 4.3j



MA-151..the.crystili Activation ExPeriment on the Ap0.119-,Soyur mission:
(Secs.. l', 5C; Figsrf5 .:1,....6:2).; ',

';Magellanic Clouds.. two. irreg ular-type 'thalaXiog tlose:.to, the :Milky Yi(iy,.
Galaxy,

. ,

visible only :frOnf. the Sottpein.:liemisphere 9f 'the. Earth..
(SecS. 313, 3C,::4B, 4D; Fig.3.5) . .

magii!etic field (HI the .strength,Of the magnetic force on a .unitinagnetic
po416 in a region of spice affected by other magnets or electric Currents:,
(Sees. 2A, 3D, .4D; App. A, nos. 4, 12; Fig. .J§)

Milky:Way a band of stats, onlyon a cleir, dark nighe;:styetellTng
1......,:CoMaistely around 'the sky: Using the distances of the stars, astronomers

"Oart.plorthe'Milky.Way GalaxVidisk:-shapedgrtfup of more than 1.00
. billiOnstars, including our Sun : (StOCT; 46)

neutron an atomic:::partiele with a ma's;S:Siightft.larger :than' thatof.alpioton
(hydrogen ion) Imit,nO.egirge. 0#tifroil.4tar i0Tiode'almiistentirely:Of
neutvmS.:::(Secs,Av.. 313., 4D, .6*,'Apik A,

1.:See:Plars,q3u1sar. 4.. ..

photon aqtgintum:of 1ighttheSinalleseseparab oemount,ofenergjtin 4..

l'' `o.
.')t° beam of:light:o0clays: Pboten energy isproportional tofreiluency.The

.

.1

high-eheigi,f)libtOnS'of.06ays or.ganinia rajs're counted indwidually
by ,dete'eti.W(SecS.; A; 'App.. A, .nos : 3: 7): ;,

polarized waves that vibrate in adefiniteTattern. Ordinary.light- and .radio.
WaVe*are;;unPolatY.ed; they oscillate in all directions aroilfid`the line of

'4ightt,.°Plane-polariZed waves:OsCillate in one irec tion one: plane),
!..14te Clothesline jiggled up and down only:.CireUlar pOlaiization
'correspond~ to cranking one end. of the 'clothesline round and .round.
(See. 30,;. Fig: :!',3.8)"'See, Projeci PhYsicS,.Sec..413.1..

pulsar a pttiSating star of 'a, type, first detected. by .iigular.- 1,second pulseg,
of radio44i,es, ni44 thOughtlo be 'a ,rapidIji rotating Neutron Star with

one side. (Sec, 4D)
OltnitOuna:%0400/9n

:"..,i,idinactilOtiffi;C'proPerty, Of's'Pontaneously.ejecting.'alpha or beta,Taitieles
and 'Sometimes .gamnria rays. few 'elements: and' Inapy: isOtopes.arg.-

:,...radiOaCtiVe... Rad iOaatiye isotopes can be ...fOrnied ,when an atom
. binnhatded byCosinie..rays, higlvspeedprotons., or neiltrons.ASes.

7, . .
,, .

.r1g4tiaseenstntrangle'in:the;sky.,rneasured.from a point in the.constellation. -
Aries usually expressed ,in hotirs'and MinuteS.(4. Eartievatitation..tiene- .

(24 ho 15q ): .USed as:a coordinate.( like Idngit Wet

E4rth1 tillineastirOo.:Sition in the sky: (Stc. 3C; Fig. 3.4) See. PrOjeei
'

When a gainrna ray or egSmic ray is
ta or (Se e... :Fig. 2.9) ,

p



.4,

SMall Magellanie Cloud: (SMC) sat MagellunicCloudi. , :,, ..,

Soft x-rays phqtons with enef.gy from 100 electrorivolts.to 10'kileelection4:..f
volts. They are more easily absorbed than hardy -lays. (Secs. 2C, 3D,,liA..
to 4D; APP. A; nos. 10;12; Figs. 4A, 4:5) Seecproject Physics; §ec. 18.6;
pssc, Sec, 23-9. . ,. ; .. .

spectrum the sequence of OjectromagneticTWaves from -small (gatndnarays)
to large (radio waves). (Secs. 244, 4B; App. APno.-10; Figs. 47,.1,
2.2, 4.4, 5.3, 5.4)

Aar a very hOt ball of gas with an energy source near th*e center. Normal
stars are like the Sun, about 106 kilometers inlimeter. Bltie starS'ttre
much 'hotter than the Sim. Giant stars are 200 times larger. and White
Dwarf stars 100 times smaller than,the Sun. Neutron Stars' and Black
Holes are smaller. still. Many stars are double (Secpi4D)-that is two
stars orbiting around each:: other. (Seci". 3D; App, A, nos. 9, 14;
Figs. 3.7, 4.6) . .

. .
supernova the explosion of a giant star after its.hydrogen is mostlysonveited

tohelium and its core c011apSeS. A Arge fractlprk!Of its mass is blown
outward to form a nebula (supernova remnant): (Secs. 3A, 3Doi4A 4D)

synchrotron radiation radiation produced by high-speed electrons or ions
spiraling around lines of force in a magnetic field. The light and x. -rays
emitted are polarized. (Secs. 3D, 5A; App: A, nos. 8; 12; Fig. 3.8)

Uhttru the Explorer 42 satellite devoted .entip vly to. ray astronomy.:
Launched on beDecemr 12', 1970, the seventh anniversary of Kenyan
independence, the satellite was:namedUhuru, which means "freedom"-
in the loCal Swahili language. (Secs 313, 3C, 4D) 4i

U(traii0let (UV) invisible;light of wavelengths less than 4000 angstroths
4400 nanOmeters), 4torter than those of visible light..(Sec 2A App.: A,
no 1; Fig. 2.2)

Vali Allen belt a doughnut-shaped region around the Earth froth 320 to 32 400
kilometers (200 te: 2( 000 miles)'4.above the magnetic equator,'Where
high -speed protons and electrons oscillate north-sOdth in the Earth'S

:magnetic fi e/lid. (Sec. 5C)
wavelength 00 he distance from the crest of one wave to the crest of the

Act, usually. measured in angstroms. The wavelengths oi x-rays are
frOm 0.1 to )90 Arkstroms. (Secs. 2A, 28, App. A,.no, 3; Fig. 2.2)

White Dwarf a compact star of high density; about the' size of the Earth.
More than 100 W ite Dwarfs have been observed. (Secs. 3D, 4B, 4E

x-raYs electromagne e radiation'ofvry short wavelength and high photon
, energy. (Secs, 1, 2A, 2B, 2c, 9A, 3C, 3D, 4A; App. k, no ,1;

Figs. 2.2 to 2.4)



Appendix Da

Further ,Fleadttig
The Am,g Universe by. Iiiitbert'Friedman, Nati on e phic ciety

. (Washington; D.C.), 1975-Lsee especially the chaPiers. on
balltiOn, and satellite ?observations and on the :Sun and Mack tiolik

Astronomy Made simple by Meir 11."1:legatii Doubleday &to , Inc: (New
-Yo8c)a 1963L-an easy-to-read descriPtiOnplaStrondmical objects::

AstronoMy Qne by J. Allen flynek and Necia Apfel, W. A. Beilinnin, Inc
(Menlo. Park, Calif.); I972a pleasant introduction to the architecture o'f
of the universe; for:the Serious student. ,

,Atbnis and Astrononly.6y Paul A. Blnchard. (Availalie 'from the ALS.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20442), 197640toinic

. ,
spectra explained in ,simple termi and usedto analyze the speoitra rit stars.

Atoins, Mali; and the Universt The Long Chain oPcomplicotiOns by
Hanesn Alfven, W. H. Freeman & Co., Inc. (San Fitpcisco); :19694-a
draMatic explanation of what we sett in telescoPe0 : ,3,4

The Birth andbeath of the Sun byGeorge Gamo&, Viking Preis,, (NeW
V York), 1952=in simple terms, the Master of s9ienctevriting explainsn,

how stars shiVc an Where tkay comer:MM.
Chemistry Between the Stars.: by Richard. H. Gammoni(Asiailable.,frOrn the

U.S. GOvernifent Printing Office, Washington:D.C. 30402), ..1976a.'4,ipt
%sic discussion of gas clouds betWeen starsend their composition
and physical condIns4 .

ExtragalactietAstronomyerhe UniverSe..Beyond Our Getia.vpiby Kenneth
Charles JaCobs from,fro the U.S. Governinen&rinting, Offite,
Washington;: D:c.: 20402), 1976-.inchides a simple descriptionoofpur

IAtfl Milt y+ Gala y and disciisSions of other galaxies, DOT5pler.4
ift;cosmolOgy, andtiRated topics. ° 0,;

Mater, Earth, and'Sky by George Gam*,Prentiee-Hall,4ne: (NT Yorlc.),
1965 a well-illustrated surrey of matter and radiation in spice. ,

New Fr'ontiers in istronomY (readings fromSeientific American with an intro- a -

duclion by.C)Wen: Ginnerieh), W. H. Haman & to Inc .- (. lin
Frpcisco), 1975---:ContainS articles. On x-ray.: stars and searches fob'
Black' Holes. .1z ,

Rendezvous in Space: Apollo-Sovuz by F Dennis. William (A1-4ailable with-
out charge from NASA Educationaly,Fogranis Dt4iSiMFE, 'Washington,
D.C.:20546), 1975=a popular .account of the ApollO-Sciyia Test Project;
including the U.. S 67U.Se.S42. agreements.

4paceScience and Astronomy Escape FErorn: Earth, Thornton Pane and
Lou. Williams Page, eds., Macmillan Publishing Col, Inc . ItNewVirk);,
1576Contains aiticles'8p almost ever93phase of spaceflight. ;See Chapter
9, "X-Ray and GAInma-Ray. Astronomy." ./-;, I

. .
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Starlight.. Wkat It Tells A¢out the Stars, Thornton. Page and Lou Williams
Page, eds., Macmillan Publishing. Co., Inc. (New yOrk), 1967see
Chapter 3, "Stellar SPectra: The Analysis of Starlight." :

Stars and .Clouds of the Milky Way, Thornton Page and,,fou Williams
Page, eds., Macmillan PUbiishing Co., Inc. (NeW York), 1968describes
the structure and motion of our Galaxy.

The Story. of Astronomy by Patrick MoOre, Macdonald and Co.iLOndon),.
I972descriptiVe astronony from early !times to recent, diScoveries.

The Supernova : .A. Stellar Spectacle by W.. C. Straka "(A,ailable from the
U.S. Government Printing' Office; Washington,.D.C. /0402), 1976-7-a
well-illustrated and dramatic account of bow some stars blow up,
leaving a halo of gasebus remnants the space around them.

X-Rays and Gamma Rays y Daniel S._ Hala6r, Horid.ay. How, Inc.:
(New York), 1969.--a well - illustrated book with many interesting
facts on radiation damage.
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